
CHAPTER XI

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE AND ITS
EFFECTS

ORIGIN AND NA TORE OF THE EMP

INTRODUcnON ing was halted in 1962. Subsequently,

11.01 Explosions of conventional reliance has been placed on under-
high explosives can produce electro- ground testing, analysis of existing at-
magnetic signals and so the generation mospheric test data, nonnuclear simula-
of an electromagnetic pulse (EMP) from tion, and theoretical calculations.
a nuclear detonation was expected. Extended efforts have been made to im-
However, the extent and potentially prove theoretical models and to develop
serious nature of EMP effects were not associated computer codes for predic-
realized for several years. Attention tive studies. In addition, simulators
slowly began to focus on EMP as a have been developed which are capable
probable cause of malfunction of elec- of producing representative pulses for
tronic equipment during atmospheric system coupling and response studies.
nuclear tests in the early 1950's. In- 11.03 Nuclear explosions of all
duced currents and voltages caused un- types -from underground to high alti-
expected equipment failures and subse- tudes -are accompanied by an EMP,
quent analysis disclosed the role of EMP although the intensity and duration of
in such failures. Finally, around 1960 the pulse and the area over which it is
the possible vulnerability of various ci- effective vary considerably with the 10-
vilian and military electrical and elec- cation of the burst point. The strongest
tronic systems to EMP was recognized. electric fields are produced near the
At about the same time it became ap- burst by explosions at or near the earth's
parent that the EMP could be used in the surface, but for those at high altitudes
long-range detection of nuclear detona- the fields at the earth' s surface are strong
tions. enough to be of concern for electrical

11.02 For the foregoing reasons, and electronic equipment over a very
theoretical and experimental efforts much larger area.
have been made to study the EMP and 11.04 The nuclear EMP is a time-
its effects. A limited amount of data had varying electromagnetic radiation which
been gathered when aboveground test- increases very rapidly to a peak and then
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decays somewhat more slowly. The ra- hundredth part of a microsecond \(§ 1.54
diation has a very broad spectrum of footnote).
frequencies, ranging from very low to 11.06 If the explosion occurred in a
several hundred megahertz but mainly perfectly homogeneous (constant den-
in the radiofrequency (long wavelength) sity) atmosphere and the gamma rays
region (Fig. 1.74). Furthermore, the were emitted uniformly in all directions,
wave amplitude (or strength) of the ra- the electric field would be radial and
diation varies widely over this fre- spherically symmetric, i.e., it would
quency range. Because the EMP is a have the same strength in all directions
very complex phenomenon dependent outward from the center (Fig. 11.06a).
upon the conditions of the burst, the There would then be no electromagnetic
descriptions given in this chapter are energy radiated from the ionized depos-
largely qualitative and sometimes over- ition region. In practice, however, such
simplified. They should, however, pro- an ideal situation does not exist; there is
vide a general indication of the origin inevitably some condition, such as dif-
and possible effects of the EMP. ferences in air density at different levels,

proximity of the earth's surface, the
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ELECfRIC non~niform config~ration. of the. .ex-

FIELD plodmg weapon (mcludmg auxiliary
equipment, the case, or the carrying

11.05 The instantaneous (or vehicle),orevenvariationsinthewater
prompt) gamma rays emitted in the nu- vapor content of the air, that will inter-
clear reactions and those produced by Cere with the symmetry of the ionized.
neutron interactions with weapon resi- region. If the burst occurs at or near the
dues or the surrounding medium (Fig. earth's surface, the departure from
8.14) are basically responsible for the spherical symmetry will clearly be con-
processes that give rise to EMP from siderable. In all these circumstances,
bursts in the lower atmosphere. The there is a net vertical electron current
gamma rays interact with air molecules generated within the ionized deposition
and atoms, mainly by the Compton ef- region (Fig. 11.06b). The time-varying
fect \(§ 8.89), and produce an ionized current results in the emission of a sliort
region surrounding the burst point \(§ pulse of electromagnetic radiation
8.17). In EMP studies this is called the which is strongest in directions perpen-
"deposition region." The negatively dicular to the current; this is the EMP.
charged electrons move outward faster In a high-altitude explosion, the EMP
than the much heavier positively arises in a somewhat different manner,
charged ions and as a result there is as will be seen shortly.
initially a separation of charges. The
region nearer to the burst point has a net NATURE OF THE EMP
positive charge whereas that farther
away has a net negative charge. This 11.07 After reaching its maximum
separation of charges produces an elec- in an extremely short time, the electric
tric field which can attain its maximum field strength falls off and becomes quite
value in about 10-8 second, i.e., one small in a few tens of microseconds. In
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Figure II.O6a. Only a symmetric radial electron field is produced if the ionized deposition
region is spherically symmetric; there is no net electron current.
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Figure II.O6b. Disturbance of symmetry results in a net electron current; a pulse of
electromagnetic radiation is emitted which is strongest in directions per-

pendicular to the net current.

spite of the short duration of the pulse, it collector may thus suffer severe dam-
carries a considerable amount of energy, age. The consequences could be serious
especially if the exploding weapon has a for any system that relies on such
yield in the megaton range. As it travels equipment, e.g., commercial electric
away from the burst point at the speed of power generation and distribution sys-
light, as do all electromagnetic waves terns, telecommunications, i.e., radio,
(§ 1.73), the radiation can be collected radar, television, telephone, and tele-
by metallic and other conductors at a graph systems, and electronic com-

distance, just as radio waves are picked puters.
up by antennas. The energy of the radi- 11.08 In a crude sense, the EMP
at ion can then be converted into strong radiations are somewhat similar to the
electric currents and high voltages. familiar radio waves, although there are
Electrical and electronic equipment some important differences. Radio
connected to (or associated with) the transmitters are designed to produce
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electromagnetic waves of a particular about them and about air bursts (§ 11.66
frequency (or wavelength), but the et seq.).
waves in the EMP have a wide range of
frequencies and amplitudes. Further- EMP IN SURFACE BURSTS
more, the strength of the electric fields
associated with the EMP can be millions 11.10 The mechanism of EMP for-
of times greater than in ordinary radio mation is different in explosions at (or
waves. Nevertheless, in each case, the near) the surface and at high altitudes.
energy of electromagnetic waves is col- In a surface burst, those gamma rays
lected by a suitable antenna (or conduc- that travel in a generally downward di-
tor) and transferred to attached or adja- rection are readily absorbed in the upper
cent equipment. The energy from the layers of the ground and there is essen-
EMP is received in such a very short tially no charge separation or electric
time, however, that it produces a strong field in this direction. The gamma rays
electric current which could damage the moving outward and upward, however,
equipment. An equal amount of energy produce ionization and charge separa-
spread over a long period of time, as in tion in the air. Consequently, there is a
conventional radio reception, would net vertical electron current (Fig.
have no harmful effect. 11.10). As a result, the ionized deposit-

11.09 The characteristics of the ion (source) region is stimulated to emit
EMP depend to a great extent on the much of its energy as an electromagne-
weapon yield and height of burst. For tic pulse in the radiofrequency spec-
explosions in the atmosphere at altitudes trum.
of a few miles, the deposition region 11.11 Since the ground is a rela-
will have a radius of about 3 miles, but tively good conductor of electricity, it
it will increase to roughly 9 miles with provides an alternative path for the
increasing height of the burst point up to electrons to return from the outer part of
altitudes of approximately 19 miles. In the deposition region toward the burst
this altitude range, the difference in air point where the positively charged ions,
density across the vertical dimension of which have been left behind, predomi-
the deposition region will not be large nate. Electric currents thus flow in the
and so the EMP effect will be moderate. ground and generate strong magnetic
In addition to the EMP arising from air fields in the region of the surface burst
density asymmetries, a short pulse is point.
emitted in a manner similar to that de- 11.12 The electric field produced in
scribed in § 11.14 for high-altitude a surface burst is very strong but the
bursts. The electric fields produced on radiated field falls off with increasing
the ground from air bursts between a distance from the deposition region, at
few miles and about 19 miles altitude first quite rapidly and then somewhat
will be less than those radiated from less so. The potential hazard to electri-
surface (or near-surface) and high-alti- cal and electronic equipment from the
tude explosions. These latter two types EMP will thus be greatest within and
of nuclear explosions will be considered near the deposition region which may
briefly here, and more will be said later extend over a radius around ground zero
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Figure 11.10. Schematic representation of the EMP in a surface burst.

of about 2 to 5 miles, depending on the sorbed. On the other hand, the gamma

explosion yield. In this area, structures rays emitted from the explosion in a

in which equipment is housed may suf- generally downward direction will en-

fer severe damage, especially from counter a region where the atmospheric

high-yield explosions, unless they are density is increasing. These gamma rays

blast resistant. However, the threat to will interact with the air molecules and

electrical and electronic systems from a atoms to form the deposition (or source)

surface-burst EMP may extend as far as region for the EMP (Fig. 11.13). This

the distance at which the peak over- roughly circular region may be up to 50

pressure from a I-megaton burst is 2 miles thick in the center, tapering

pounds per square inch, i.e., 8 miles toward the edge, with a mean altitude of

(see Chapter III). The degree of dam- about 25 to 30 miles. It extends hori-

age, if any, will depend on the suscep- zontally for great distances which in-

tibility of the equipment and the extent crease with the energy yield and the

of shielding (§ 11.33 et seq.). height of the burst point (see Figs.

11.70a and b).

EMP IN HIGH-ALTITUDE BURSTS 11.14 In the deposition region the

gamma rays produce Compton electrons

11.13 If the nuclear burst is at an by interactions in the air; these electrons

altitude above about 19 miles, the are deflected by the earth's magnetic

gamma rays moving in an upward di- field and are forced to undergo a turning

rection will enter an atmosphere where motion about the field lines. This motion

the air density is so low that the rays causes the electrons to be subjected to a

travel great distances before being ab- radial acceleration which results, by a

r-
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Figure 11.13. Schematic representation of the EMP in a high-altitude burst. (The extent of
the deposition region varies with the altitude and the yield of the explosion.)

complex mechanism, in the generation II.IS For an explosion of high
of an EMP that moves down toward the yield at a sufficient altitude, the area
earth. The pulse rises to a peak and then covered by the high-frequency EMP
decreases, both taking place more rap- extends in all directions on the ground
idly than for a sudace burst; as a result as far as the line-of-sight, i.e., to the
more of the electromagnetic energy ap- horizon, from the burst point (see Fig.
pears in the higher frequency range (§ 11.13). The lower frequencies will con-
11.63). The strength of the electric field stitute a significant pulse extending even
observed at the surface from a high-al- beyond the horizon. For a nuclear ex-
titude explosion is from one-tenth to a plosion at an altitude of 50 miles, for
hundredth of the field within the source example, the affected area on the ground
region from a sudace burst. However, would have a radius of roughly 600
in a surface burst the radiated field miles and for an altitude of 100 miles
strength drops off rapidly with distance the ground radius would be about 900
outside this region and is then smaller miles. For an explosion at 200 miles
than for a high-altitude burst. In the above the center of the (conterminous)
latter case, the radiated field does not United States, almost the whole
vary greatly over a large area on the country, as well as parts of Canada and
ground or in the atmosphere above the Mexico, could be affected by the EMP.
ground. The electric field is influenced Thus, for a high-altitude burst, the
by the earth's magnetic field, but over damage could conceivably extend to
most of the area affected by the EMP, distances from ground zero at which all
the electric field strength varies by not other effects, except possibly eye injury
more than a factor of two for explosions at night (§ 12.79 et seq.), would be
with yields of a few hundred kilotons or negligible. Furthermore, because the
more (§ 11.73). radiations travel with the speed of light,

,--~.
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the whole area could be affected almost lector; the EMP energy can be coupled
simultaneously by the EMP from a sin- in other ways (§ 11.27). For example, it
gle high-altitude nuclear explosion. is possible for an electric current to be

induced or for a spark to jump from the
COLLECTION OF EMP ENERGY conductor which collects the EMP en-

ergy to an adjacent conductor, not con-
11.16 For locations that are not nected to the collector, and thence to a

within or close to the deposition region piece of equipment.
for a surface or air burst, both the 11.17 The manner in which the
amount and rate of EMP energy re- electromagnetic energy is collected
ceived per unit area on or near the from the EMP is usually complex, be-
ground will be small, regardless of the cause much depends on the size and
type of nuclear explosion. Hence, for shape of the collector, on its orientation
damage to occur to electrical or elec- with respect to the source of the pulse,
tronic systems, it would usually be nec- and on the frequency spectrum of the
essary for the energy to be collected pulse. As a rough general rule, the
over a considerable area by means of a amount of energy collected increases
suitable conductor. In certain systems, with the dimensions of the conductor
however, sufficient energy, mainly from which serves as the collector (or an-
the high-frequency components of the tenna). Typical effective collectors of
EMP, may be collected by small me- EMP energy are given in Table 11.17.
tallic conductors to damage very sensi- Deeply buried cables, pipes, etc., are
tivecomponents(§ 11.31). The energy generally less effective than overhead
is then delivered from the collector (an- runs because the gound provides some
tenna) in the form of a strong current shielding by absorbing the high-
and voltage surge to attached equip- frequency part of the energy (see, how-

ment. Actually, the equipment does not ever, § 11.68).
have to be attached directly to the col-

Table 11.17

TYPICAL COLLECTORS OF EMP ENERGY

Long runs of cable. piping, or conduit
Large antennas, antenna feed cables, guy wires, antenna support towers

Overhead power and telephone lines and support towers
Long runs of electrical wiring, conduit, etc., in buildings
Metallic structural components (girders), reinforcing bars, corrugated roof,

expanded metal lath, metallic fencing

Railroad tracks
Aluminum aircraft bodies

SUMMARY OF EMP DAMAGE AND bee.n studied by means of simulators
PROTECTION which generate sharp pulses of electro-

magnetic radiation ( § 11.41 et seq.).
11.18 The sensitivity of various The results are not definitive because the

systems and components to the EMP has amount of EMP energy delivered to a

~
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particular component would depend on vent access of the radiation, good
the details of the circuit in which it is grounding to divert the large currents,
connected. Nevertheless, certain gen- surge arrestors similar to those used for
eral conclusions seem to be justifiable. lightning protection, and proper wiring
Computers and other equipment having arrangements. Finally, components that
solid-state components are particularly are known to be susceptible to damage
sensitive. Since computers are used ex- by sharp pulses of electromagnetic en-
tensively in industry and commerce, in- ergy should be eliminated. A further
cluding electrical distribution and com- discussion of these procedures is given
munications systems, the consequence later in this chapter ( § 11.33 et seq.).
of operational failure could be very 11.20 Except for locations close to
serious. Vacuum-tube equipment (with a surface burst, where other effects
no solid-state components) and low- would dominate in any event, the EMP
current relays, switches, and meters, radiation from a nuclear explosion is
such as are used in alarm and indicator expected to be no more harmful to peo-
systems, are less susceptible. The least pie than a flash of lightning at a dis-
susceptible electrical components are tance. Tests on monkeys and dogs have
motors, transformers, circuit breakers, shown that there are no deleterious ef-
etc., designed for high-voltage applica- fects from pulses administered either
tions. The threat to any component, re- singly or repetitively over a period of
gardless of its susceptibility to opera- several months. However, a person in
tional upset (temporary impairment) or contact with an effective collector of
damage, is increased if it is connected EMP energy, such as a long wire, pipe,
(or coupled) to a large collector. Con- conduit, or other sizable metallic object
versely, the danger is diminished if the listed in Table I].] 7, might receive a
collector is small. Thus, although tran- severe shock.
sistorized circuits are generally sensitive
to the EMP, portable (battery operated) SYSTEM-GENERATED EMP
radios with very short "whip" or ferrite
core antennas are not readily damaged 11.21]n addition to the EMP aris-
unless they are close to a collector. ing from the interaction of gamma rays
Disconnection of a piece of equipment from a nuclear explosion with the at-
from the electric power main supply will mosphere (or the ground), another type
decrease the energy collected, but this is of electromagnetic pulse, called the
not always feasible because it would "system-generated EMP" (or
deny use of the equipment. SGEMP), is possible. This term refers

11.19 Various means are possible to the electric field that can be generated
for protecting or "hardening" equip- by the interaction of nuclear (or ioniz-
ment against damage by the EMP. Such ing) radiations, particularly gamma rays
protection is generally difficult for ex- and X rays, with various solid materials
isting systems, but it can be built into present in electronic systems. The ef-
new systems. Some of the approaches to fects include both forward- and back-
hardening which have been proposed scatter emission of electrons and exter-
are the following: meta] shields to pre- nal and internal current generation.~ 

-~ ---JI;II ~-
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11.22 The system-generated EMP fields -about 100,000 to a million
is most important for electronic compo- volts per meter -can occur near the
nents in satellites and ballistic systems, interior walls. At higher gas pressures,
above the deposition region, which however, the electrons cause substantial
would be exposed directly to the nuclear ionization of the gas, e.g., air, thereby
radiations from a high-altitude burst. releasing low-energy (secondary) elec-
The system-generated EMP can also be trons. The relatively large number of
significant for surface and moderate-al- secondary (conduction) electrons form a
titude bursts if the system is within the current which tends to cancel the elec-
deposition region but is not subject to tric field, thus enabling the high-energy
damage by other weapons effects. This electrons to move across the cavity more
could possibly occur for surface systems easily.
exposed to a burst of relatively low yield 11.25 The electric fields generated
or for airborne (aircraft) systems and near the walls by direct interactions of
bursts of higher yield. ionizing radiations with the materials in

11.23 The system-generated EMP an electronic system can induce electric
phenomenon is actually very complex, currents in components, cables, ground
but in simple terms it may be considered wires, etc. Large currents and voltages,
to be produced in the following manner. capable of causing damage or disrup-
The solid material in an electronic sys- tion, can be developed just as with the
tern or even in the shielding designed to external EMP. Because of the complex-
protect the system from the external ity of the interactions that lead to the
EMP contains atoms which are heavier system-generated EMP, the effects are
than those present in the air. Conse- difficult to predict and they are usually
quently, interaction with gamma rays determined by exposure to radiation
and high-energy X rays will produce pulses from a device designed to simu-
electrons by both the Compton and late the EMP radiation from a nuclear
photoelectric effects ( § 8.89 et seq.). explosion (§ 11.42).
These electrons can, in turn, interact
with the solid material to release more EMP EXPERIENCE IN HIGH-ALTITUDE
electrons, called secondary electrons, TESTS
by ionization. Such electrons as are
produced, directly or indirectly, close to 11.26 The reality of damage to
and on both faces of the solid material electrical and electronic equipment by
and have a velocity component perpen- the EMP has been established in various
dicular to the surface, will be emitted nuclear tests and by the use of EMP
from the surface of the material. As a simulators. A number of failures in ci-
result, an electric field is generated near vilian electrical systems were reported
the surface. There are other effects, but to have been caused by the EMP from
they need not be considered here. the high-altitude test explosions con-

11.24 If the component has a cavity ducted in the Johnston Island area of the
(or space) in which the gas pressure is Pacific Ocean in 1962. One of the best
very low, less than about 10-3 milli- authenticated cases was the simulta-
meter of mercury, very high electric neous failure of 30 strings (series-con-

~
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nected loops) of street lights at various "hundreds" of burglar alarms in Hon-
locations on the Hawaiian island of olulu began ringing and that many cir-
Oahu, at a distance of some 800 miles cuit breakers in power lines were
from ground-rero. The failures occurred opened. These occurrences probably re-
in devices called' 'fuses" which are suIted from the coupling of EMP energy
installed across the secondaries of to the lines to which the equipment was
transformers serving these strings; the connected and not to failure of the de-
purpose of the fuses is to prevent dam- vices themselves. No serious damage
age to the lighting system by sudden occurred since these items are among
current surges. Similar fuses associated the least susceptible to the EMP (§
with individual street lights were not 11.18).
affected. It was also reported that

EMP DAMAGE AND PROTECfIONI

COUPLING OF EMP ENERGY scribed, the conductor forms an alterna-
11.27 There are three basic modes tive conducting path and shares the cur-

of coupling of the EMP energy with a rent with the medium.
conducting system; they are electric in- 11.28 If the EMP wave impinges
duction, magnetic induction, and resis- upon the ground, a part of the energy
tive coupling (sometimes referred to as pulse is transmitted through the air-
direct charge deposition). In electric in- ground surface whereas the remainder is
duction a current is induced in a con- reflected. An aboveground collector,
ductor by the component of the electric such as an overhead power line or a
field in the direction of the conductor radio antenna tower, can then receive
length. Magnetic induction occurs in energy from both the direct and re-
conductors that form a closed loop; the flected pulses. The net effect will de-
component of the magnetic field per- pend on the degree of overlap between
pendicular to the plane of the loop the two pulses. The EMP transmitted
causes current to flow in the loop. The into the ground can cause a current to
form of the loop is immaterial and any flow in an underground conductor either
connected conductors, even the rein- by induction or by resistive coupling.
forcing bars in concrete, can constitute a 11.29 The coupling of electromag-
loop in this respect. Resistive coupling netic energy to a conductor is particu-
can occur when a conductor is immersed larly efficient when the maximum di-
in a conducting medium, such as ion- mension is about the'same size as the
ized air, salt water, or the ground. If a wavelength of the radiation. The con-
current is induced in the medium by one ductor is then said to be resonant, or to
of the coupling modes already de- behave as an antenna, for the frequency

I This section (§§ 11.27 through 11.59) is of particular interest to electrical and electronic engineers.
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corresponding to this wavelength. Since component and also on the nature of the

EMP has a broad spectrum of frequen- semiconductor materials and fabrication

cies, only a portion of this spectrum will details of a solid-state device. In gen-

couple most efficiently into a specific eral, however, the components listed in

conductor configuration. Thus, a partic- Table 11.31 are given in order of de-

ular collection system of interest must creasing sensitivity to damage by a

be examined with regard to its overall sharp pulse of electromagnetic energy.

configuration as well as to the compo- Tests with EMP simulators have shown

nent configuration. Most practical col- that a very short pulse of about 10-7

lector systems, such as those listed in joule may be sufficient to damage a

Table 11.]7, are complex and the de- microwave semiconductor diode,

termination of the amount of EMP en- roughly 5 x 10-2 joule will damage an

ergy collected presents a very difficult audio transistor, but I joule would be

problem. Both computer methods and required for vacuum tube damage. Sys-

experimental simulation are being used terns using vacuum tubes only would

to help provide a solution. thus be much less sensitive to the EMP

than those employing solid-state com-

COMPONENT AND SYSTEM DAMAGE ponents. The minimum energy required

to damage a microammeter or a low-

11.30 Degradation of electrical and current relay is about the same as for

electronic system performance as a re- audio transistors.

suIt of exposure to the EMP may consist

of functional damage or operational Table 11.31

upset. Functional damage is a catastro-
phic failure that is permanent. examples ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS IN ORDER

.' OF DECREASING SENSITIVITY
are burnout of a device or component,

such as a fuse or a transistor, and in- Microwave semiconductor diodes

ability of a component or subsystem to Field-effect transistors

execute its entire range of functions. Radiofrequency transistors

Operational upset is a temporary im- Silic.on-cont.rolled rectifiers

., .Audio transistors
paument which may deny use of a piece P .fi . d d ' odower recti er semlcon uctor I es

of equipment from a fraction of a second Vacuum tubes

to several hours. Change of state in

switches and in flip-flop circuits are ex- 11.32 As seen earlier, the EMP

amples of operational upset. The threat to a particular system, subsystem,

amount of EMP energy required to or component is largely determined by

cause operational upset is generally a the nature of the collector (antenna). A

few orders of magnitude smaller than sensitive system associated with a poor

for functional damage. collector may suffer less damage than a

11.31 Some electronic components system of lower sensitivity attached to a

are very sensitive to functional damage more efficient collector. Provided the

(burnout) by the EMP. The actual sen- EMP energy collectors are similar in all

sitivity will often depend on the charac- cases, electrical and electronic systems

teristics of the circuit containing the may be classified in the manner shown

~ !i""""""""V~
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in Table 11.32. However, the amount of may require consideration of operational
energy collected is not always a suffi- upset and damage mechanisms in addi-
cient criterion for damage. For example, tion to the energy collected.
an EMP surge can sometimes serve as a
trigger mechanism by producing arcing PROTECTIVE MEASURES
or a change of state which, in turn,
allows the normal operating voltage to 11.33 A general approach to the
cause damage to a piece of equipment. examination of a system with regard to
Thus, analysis of sensitivity to EMP its EMP vulnerability might include the

Table 11.32

DEGREES OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO THE EMP

Most Susceptible

Low-power, high-speed digital computer, either transistorized or vacuum tube (operational

upset)
Systems employing transistors or semiconductor rectifiers (either silicon or selenium):

Computers and power supplies
Semiconductor components terminating long cable runs, especially between sites

Alarm systems
Intercom system
Life-support system controls
Some telephone equipment which is partially transistorized
Transistorized receivers and transmitters
Transistorized 60 to 400 cps converters
Transistorized process control systems
Power system controls and communication links

Less Susceptible

Vacuum-tube equipment that does not include semiconductor rectifiers:
Transmitters Intercom systems
Receivers Teletype-telephone
Alarm systems Power Supplies

Equipment employing low-current switches, relays, meters:
Alarms Panel indicators and status
Life-support systems boards
Power system control Process controls

panels
Hazardous equipment containing:

Detonators Explosive mixtures
Squibs Rocket fuels
Pyrotechnical devices

Other:
Long power cable runs employing dielectric insulation
Equipment associated with high-energy storage capacitors
Inductors

Least Susceptible

High-voltage 60 cps equipment:
Transformers, motors Rotary converters

Lamps (filament) Heavy-duty relays,
Heaters circuit breakers

Air-insultated power cable runs

' '
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following steps. First, information con- nents or small subsystems is generally
cerning the system components and de- not practical because of the complexity
vices is collected. The information is of the task. Good shielding practice may
categorjzed into physical zones based on include independent zone shields, sev-
susceptibility and worst-case exposure eral thin shields rather than one thick
for these items. It must be borne in mind one, and continuous joints. The shield
in this connection that energy collected should not be used as a ground or return
in one part of a system may be coupled conductor, and sensitive equipment
directly or indirectly (by induction) to should be kept away from shield
other parts. By using objective criteria, corners. Apertures in shields should be
problem areas are identified, analyzed, avoided as far as possible; doors should
and tested. Suitable changes are made as be covered with metal sheet so that
necessary to correct deficiencies, and when closed they form a continuous part
the modified system is examined and of the whole shield, and ventilation
tested. The approach may be followed openings, which cannot be closed,
on proposed systems or on those already should be protected by special ty~s of
existing, but experience indicates that screens or waveguides. In order not to
the cost of retrofitting EMP protection jeopardize the effectiveness of the
may often be prohibitive. Consequently, shielding, precautions must be taken in
it is desirable to consider the vulnera- connection with penetrations of the
bility of the system early during the housing by conductors, such as pipes,
design stage. conduits, and metal-sheathed cables

11.34 A few of the practices that (§ 11.59).
may be employed to harden a system 11.36 Recommendations for circuit
against EMP damage are described layout include the use of common
below. The discussion is intended to ground points, twisted cable pairs, sys-
provide a general indication of the tech- tern and intrasystem wiring in "tree"
niques rather than a comprehensive format (radial spikes), avoiding loop
treatment of what is a highly technical layouts and coupling to other circuits,
and specialized area. Some of the use of conduit or cope trays, and
methods of hardening against the EMP shielded isolated transformers. The
threat are shielding, proper circuit avoidance of ground return in cable
layout, satisfactory grounding, and shields is also recommended. Some
various protective devices. If these procedures carryover from communi-
measures do not appear to be adequate, cations and power engineering whereas
it may be advisable to design equipment others do not.
with vacuum tubes rather than solid- 11.37 From the viewpoint of EMP
state components, if this is compatible protection, cable design represents an
with the intended use of the equipment. extension of both shielding and circuit

11.35 A so-called "electromagne- practices. Deeply buried (more than 3
tic" shield consists of a continuous feet underground) cables, shield layer
metal, e.g., steel, soft iron, or copper, continuity at splices, and good junction
sheet surrounding the system to be pro- box contacts are desirable. Ordinary
tected. Shielding of individual compo- braid shielding should be avoided.
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Compromises are often made in this con-controlled rectifier clamps, and
area in the interest of economy, but they other such items are built into circuit
may prove to be unsatisfactory. boards or cabinet entry panels.

11.38 Good grounding practices 11.40 Few of the devices men-
will aid in decreasing the susceptibility tioned above are by themselves suffi-
of a system to damage by the EMP. A cient as a complete solution to a specific
"ground" is commonly thought of as a problem because each has some limita-
part of a circuit that has a relatively low tion in speed of response, voltage rat-
impedance to the local earth surface. A ing, power dissipation capacity, or reset
particular ground arrangement that sa- time. Hence, most satisfactory protec-
tisfies this definition may, however, not tive devices are hybrids. For example, a
be optimum and may be worse than no band-pass filter may be used preceding a
ground for EMP protection. In general, lightning arrester. The filter tends to
a ground can be identified as the chassis stretch out the rise time of the EMP,
of an electronic circuit, the "low" side thus providing sufficient time for the
of an antenna system, a common bus, or arrester to become operative. In general,
a metal rod driven into the earth. The a hybrid protection device must be de-
last depends critically on local soil con- signed specially for each application.
ditions (conductivity), and it may result
in resistively coupled currents in the TESTING
ground circuit. A good starting point for 11.41 Because of the complexities
EMP protection is to provide a single of the EMP response, sole reliance can-
point ground for a circuit cluster, not be placed on predictions based on
usually at the lowest impedance element analysis. Testing is essential to verify
-the biggest piece of the system that is analysis of devices, components, and
electrically immersed in the earth, e.g., complete systems early in the design
the water supply system. stage. Testing also is the only known

11.39 Various protective devices method that can be used to reveal unex-
may be used to supplement the measures pected effects. These may include cou-
described above. These are related to piing or interaction modes or weak-
the means commonly employed to pro- nesses that were overlooked during the
tect radio and TV transmission antennas design. In some simple systems, non-
from lightning strokes and power lines linear interaction effects can be analyzed
from current surges. Examples are ar- numerically, but as a general rule testing
resters, spark gaps, band-pass filters, is necessary to reveal them. As a result
amplitude limiters, circuit breakers, and of the test, many of the original ap-
fuses. Typically, the protective device proximations can be refined for future
would be found in the "EMP room" at analysis, and the data can improve the
the cable entrance to an underground analytic capability for more complex
installation, in aircraft antenna feeds, in problems. Testing also locates weak or
telephone lines, and at power entry susceptible points in components or
panels for shielded rooms. On a smaller systems early enough for economic im-
scale, diodes, nonlinear resistors, sili- provement. After the improvements,
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testing confirms that the performance is the time domain. Both types of tests
brought up to standard. A complete should be considered for a complete
system should be tested to verify that it analysis.
has been hardened to the desired level; 11.44 Large-scale simulators are
subsequent periodic testing will indicate required for the final test of large sys-
if any degradation has resulted from terns. The two principal kinds of large
environmental or human factors. simulators are metallic structures that

11.42 Since the cessation of atmos- guide an electromagnetic wave past a
pheric weapons tests, heavy reliance has test object, and antennas that radiate an
been placed on simulation to test the electromagnetic field to the object. Each
EMP hardness of systems. The classes type of simulator may use either pulse
of EMP tests include: (I) low-level cur- generators (time domain) or CW signal
rent mapping; (2) high-level current in- generators (frequency domain). Pulse

jection; (3) high-level electromagnetic generators themselves can be either
fields. Low-level current mapping high-level single shot or low-level re-
should be used at the beginning of any petitive.
test program. With the system power 11.45 The essential elements of a
turned off, the magnitudes and signa- guided-wave or transmission-line simu-
tures on internal cables are determined lator include a pulser, a transition sec-
in a low-level field. This provides an tion, working volume, and a termina-
insight into the work that must follow. tion. An electromagnetic wave of
After indicated improvements are made, suitable amplitude and wave shape is
a high-level current can be injected di- generated by the pulser. This wave is
rectly into the system with the system guided by a tapered section of transmis-
power on to explore for nonlinearities, sion line (the transition section) from the
and to uncover initial indications of small cross-sectional dimension of the
system effects. If subsystems malfunc- pulser output to the working volume.
tion, it may be desirable to conduct The working volume, where the test
extensive subsystem tests in the labora- object is located, should be large
tory. Finally, test in a high-level elec- enough to provide a certain degree of
tromagnetic field is essential. field uniformity over the object. This

11.43 The type of excitation must condition is satisfied if the volume of the
be defined in any type of test. The two test object is about one-third (or less)
principal choices are: (I) waveform that of the working volume, depending
simulations, which provide time- on the degree of field perturbation that is
domain data, and (2) continuous wave acceptable. The termination region pre-
(CW) signals, which provide fre- vents the reflection of the guided wave
quency-domain data. If the intent is to back into the test volume; it consists of a
match a system analysis in the fre- transition section that guides the inci-
quency domain to measured system re- dent wave to a geometrically small re-
sponse, CW signals may be the more sistive load whose impedance is equal to
suitable. If the test results were being the characteristic impedance of the
compared to known electronic thresh- transmission line structure.
olds, it is frequently necessary to test in 11.46 The basic types of radiating
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simulators are long wire, biconical di- EMP AND ELECTRIC POWER
pole, or conical monopole. The long SYSTEMS

wire is usually a long dipole oriented 11.49 Some indication of the possi-
parallel to the earth's surface. It is sup- ble threat of the EMP to commercial
ported above the ground by noncon- electric power system may be obtained
ducting poles with high-voltage insula- by considering the effects of lightning
tors. The two arms of the dipole are strokes and switching surges. In power
symmetric about the center and con- systems, protection against lightning is
structed from sections of lightweight achieved by means of overhead
cylindrical conductor, such as irrigation "ground" wires and lightning arresters
pipe. Pipe sections decrease in diameter of various types. By providing an ef-
with increasing distance from the fective shunt, an overhead ground can
center, and resistors are placed between divert most of the lightning surge from
the pipe sections to shape the current the phase conductors. Such grounding,
wave and to reduce resonances. The two however, would afford only partial pro-
arms of the dipole are oppositely tection from the EMP. Furthermore, al-
charged, and when the voltage across though there are some similarities be-
the spark gap at the dipole center tween the consequences of lightning and
reaches the breakdown voltage, the gap those of the EMP, there are differences
begins conducting and a wave front in the nature of the current (or voltage)
propagates away from the gap. pulse which make the lightning arresters

11.47 Conical and biconical an- in common use largely ineffective for
tennas use pulsers, such as Marx gener- the EMP.
ators or CW transmitters, instead of re- 11.50 The general manner of the
lying on the discharge of static surface growth and decay of the current induced
charges. The antennas consist of light- by the EMP from a high-altitude burst in
weight conducting surfaces or wire an overhead transmission line is indi-
grids. cated by the calculated curve in Fig.

11.48 Electromagnetic scale mod- 11.50. The details of the curve will vary
eling may sometimes be an important with the conditions, but the typical fea-
alternative to full-scale testing of a sys- tures of the current pulse are as shown: a
tem. Because of the difficulty in intro- very rapid rise to a peak current of
ducing minute openings or poor bonds several thousand amperes in a fraction
into models, and since these often con- of a microsecond followed by a decay
trol interior fields, the usefulness of lasting up to a millisecond for a long
modeling ordinarily is limited to the transmission line. The current surge in
measurement of external fields, volt- an overhead power line caused by a
ages, and currents. Once these param- lightning stroke increases to a maximum
eters are known for a complex structure, more slowly and persists for a longer
perhaps having cable runs, analysis can time than for the EMP. As a result,
often provide internal field quantities of older conventional lightning arresters
interest. are less effective for the EMP from
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Figure 11.50. Typical form of the current pulse induced by the EMP from a high-altitude
nuclear explosion in a long overhead power line. (The actual currents and

times will depend to some extent on the conditions.)

high-altitude explosions than for light- protection, the surge voltages on over-
ning. Modern lightning arresters, how- head power lines produced by the EMP
ever. can provide protection against could cause insulator flashover. particu-
EMP in many applications and hybrid larly on circuits of medium and low
arresters (§ 11.40) are expected to be voltage. (The components of high-volt-
even better. age transmission systems should be able

11.51 In the absence of adequate to withstand the EMP surge voltages.) If
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flashovers occur in the event of a high- EMP AND RADIO STATIONS
altitude burst many would be experi- 11.54 Unless brought in under-
enced over a large area. Such simulta- ground and properly protected, power
neous multiple flashovers could lead to and telephone lines could introduce
system instability. substantial amounts of energy into radio

11.52 Switching surges occur when (and TV) stations. A major collector of
power lines are energized or de-ener- this energy, however, would be the
gized. In systems of moderate and low transmitting (or receiving) antennas
voltage such surges can cause breakers since they are specially designed for the
in the switching circuit to operate er- transmission and reception of electro-
roneously, but the effect of the EMP is magnetic energy in the radiofrequency
uncertain because the current rise in a region. The energy collected from the
switching surge is even slower than for EMP would be mainly at the frequencies
lightning. In extra-high-voltage (EHV) in the vicinity of the antenna design
lines, i.e., 500 kilovolts or more, frequency.
switching surges are accompanied by a 11.55 Antenna masts (or towers)
rapidly increasing radiated electromag- are frequently struck by lightning and
netic field similar to that of the EMP. spark gaps are installed at the base of the
The currents induced in control and tower to protect the station equipment.
communications cables are sufficient to But the gaps in common use, like those
cause damage or malfunction in asso- in power lines, are not very effective
ciated equipment. The information ob- against the EMP. Actually, when an
tained in connection with the develop- antenna is struck by lightning, the sup-
ment of protective measures required for porting guy wires, rather than the spark
EHV switching stations should be ap- gaps, serve to carry most of the light-
plicable to EMP protection. ning current to the ground. Although the

11.53 There is a growing move- guy wires have insulators along their
ment in the electric power industry to length, arcing occurs across them
substitute semiconductor devices for thereby providing continuity for the
vacuum tubes in control and communi- current. This flashover of the insulators
cations circuits. Solid-state components would not, however, provide protection
are, however, particularly sensitive to against the EMP. In fact, the guy wires
the EMP. Even a small amount of en- would then serve as additional collectors
ergy received from the pulse could re- of the EMP energy by induction.
suIt in erroneous operation or temporary 11.56 In spite of protective devices,
failure. Computers used for automatic both direct and indirect, damage to radio
load control would be particularly sen- stations by lightning is not rare. The
sitive and a small amount of EMP en- most commonly damaged component is
ergy, insufficient to cause permanent the capacitor in the matching network at
damage, could result in faulty operation the base of the antenna; it generally
or temporary failure. Special attention is suffers dielectric failure. Capacitors and
thus required in the protection of such inductors in the phasor circuit are also
equipment. subject to damage. It is expected that
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high-voltage capacitors would be sensi- limited protection against the EMP un-
tive to damage by the EMP. Such dam- less suitably modified. Steps are being
age could result in shorting of the an- taken to improve the ability of the long-
tenna f~ed line to the ground across the distance telephone network in the
capacitor, thus precluding transmission United States to withstand the EMP as
until the capacitor is replaced. Experi- well as the other effects of a nuclear
ence with lightning suggests that there explosion.
may also be damage to coaxial trans- 11.59 In a properly "hardened"
mission lines from dielectric flashover. system, coaxial cables are buried un-
Solid-state components, which are now derground and so also are the main and
in common use in radio stations, would, auxiliary repeater or switching centers.
of course, be SUsc(~ptible to damage by In the main (repeater and switching)
the EMP and would need to be pro- stations, the building is completely en-
tected. closed in a metal EMP shield. Metal

11.57 Radio transmitting stations flashing surrounds each metallic line,
employ various means to prevent inter- e.g., pipe, conduit, or sheathed cable,
ference from their own signals. These entering or leaving the building, and the
include shielding of audio wiring and flashing is bonded to the line and to the
components with low-level signals, sin- shield. Where this is not possible, pro-
gle-point grounding, and the avoidance tectors or filters are used to minimize the
of loops. Such practices would be useful damage potential of the EMP surge.
in decreasing the EMP threat. Inside the building, connecting cables

are kept short and are generally in
EMP AND TELEPHONE SYSTEMS straight runs. An emergency source of

11.58 Some of the equipment in power is available to permit operation to
telephone systems may be susceptible to continue in the event of a failure (or
damage from the EMP energy collected disconnection) of the commercial power
by power supply lines and by the sub- supply. The auxiliary (repeater) sta-
scriber and trunk lines that carry the tions, which are also underground, do
signals. Various lightning arresting de- not have exterior shielding but the elec-
vices are commonly used for overhead tronic equipment is protected by steel
telephone lines, but they may provide cases.

THEORY OF THE EMp2

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RADIAL explosion are such that, in air, Compton
ELECTRIC FIELD scattering is the dominant photon in-

11.60 The energies of the prompt teraction (see Fig. 8.97b). The scattered
gamma rays accompanying a nuclear photon frequently retains sufficient en-

'The remainder of this chapter may be omitted without loss of continuity.
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ergy to permit it to repeat the Compton saturation sooner and is somewhat
process. Although scattering is some- stronger than at points farther away.
what random, the free electrons pro- 11.62 In a perfectly homogeneous
duced (and the scattered photons) tend, medium, with uniform emission of
on the average, to travel in the radial gamma rays in all directions, the radial
direction away from the burst point. The electric field would be spherically sym-
net movement of the electrons consti- metrical. The electric field will be con-
tutes an electron current, referred to as fined to the region of charge separation
the Compton current. The prompt and no energy will be radiated away. In
gamma-ray pulse increases rapidly to a a short time, recombination of charges
peak value in about 10-8 second or so, in the ionized medium occurs and the
and the Compton current varies with electric field strength in all radial direc-
time in a similar manner. tions decreases within a few microse-

11.61 When the electrons are conds. The energy of the gamma rays
driven radially outward by the flux of deposited in the ionized sphere is then
gamma rays, the atoms and molecules degraded into thermal radiation (heat).
from which they have been removed, If the symmetry of the ionized sphere is
i.e., the positive ions, travel outward disturbed, however, nonradial oscilla-
more slowly. This results in a partial tions will be initiated and energy will be
separation of charges and a radial elec- emitted as a pulse of electromagnetic
tric field. The lower energy (secondary) radiation much of which is in the radio-
electrons generated by collisions of the frequency region of the spectrum.
Compton electrons are then driven back Since, in practice, there is inevitably
by the field toward the positive charges. some disturbance of the spherical sym-
Consequently, a reverse electron current metry in a nuclear explosion, all such
is produced and it increases as the field explosions are accompanied by a ra-
strength increases. This is called the diated EMP, the strength of which de-
"conduction current" because, for a pends on the circumstances.
given field strength, its magnitude is
determined by the electrical conductiv- GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

ity of the ionized medium. The conduc- EMP

tivity depends on the extent of ioniza-
tion which itself results from the 11.63 The radiation in the EMP
Compton effect; hence the conductivity covers a wide range of frequencies with
of the medium will increase as the the maximum determined by the rise
Compton current increases. Thus, as the time of the Compton current. This is
radial field grows in strength so also typically of the order of 10-8 second and
does the conduction current. The con- the maximum frequency for the mecha-
duction current flows in such a direction nism described above is then roughly
as to oppose this electric field; hence at a 108 cycles per second, i.e., 108 hertz or
certain time, the field will cease to in- 100 megahertz. Most of the radiation
crease. The electric field is then said to will, however, be emitted at lower fre-
be "saturated." At points near the quencies in the radiofrequency range.
burst, the radial electric field reaches The rise time is generally somewhat
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shorter for high-altitude bursts than for are intermediate between medium-alti-
surface and medium-altitude bursts; tude and surface bursts. At burst alti-
hence, the EMP spectrum in high-alti- tudes below about 1.2 miles, the ra-
tude bursts tends toward higher fre- diated pulse has the general
quencies than in bursts of the other characteristics of that from a surface
types. burst.

11.64 The prompt gamma rays
from a nuclear explosion carry, on the MEDIUM-ALTITUDE AIR BURSTS
average, about 0.3 percent of the ex-
plosion energy (Table 10.138) and only 11.66 In an air burst at medium
a fraction of this, on the order of ap- altitude, the density of the air is some-
proximately 10-2 for a high-altitude what greater in the downward than in
burst and 10-7 for a surface burst, is the upward direction. The difference in
radiated in the EMP. For a I-megaton density is not large, although it in-
explosion at high altitude, the total en- creases with the radius of the deposition
ergy release is 4.2 x 1022 ergs and the (or source) region, i.e., with increasing
amount that is radiated as the EMP is altitude. The frequency of Compton
roughly 1018 ergs or 1011 joules. Al- collisions and the ionization of the air
though this energy is distributed over a will vary in the same manner as the air
very large area, it is possible for a col- density. As a result of the asymmetry,
lector to pick up something on the order an electron current is produced with a
of I joule (or so) of EMP energy. The net component in the upward direction,
fact that a small fraction of a joule, since the symmetry is not affected in the
received as an extremely short pulse, azimuthal (radial horizontal) direction.
could produce either permanent or tem- The electron current pulse initiates
porary degradation of electronic de- oscillations in the ionized air and energy
vices, shows that the EMP threat is a is emitted as a short pulse of electro-
serious one. magnetic radiation. The EMP covers a

11.65 Although all nuclear bursts wide range of frequencies and wave
are probably associated with the EMP to amplitudes, but much of the energy is in
some degree, it is convenient to con- the low-frequency radio range. In addi-
sider three more-or-less distinct (or ex- tion, a high-frequency pulse of short
treme) types of explosions from the duration is radiated as a result of the
EMP standpoint. These are air bursts at turning of the Compton electrons by the
medium altitudes, surface bursts, and earth's magnetic field (§ 11.71).
bursts at high altitudes. Medium-alti- 11.67 The magnitude of the EMP
tude bursts are those below about 19 field radiated from an air burst will de-
miles in which the deposition region pend upon the weapon yield, the height
does not touch the earth's surface. The of burst (which influences the asym-
radius of the sphere ranges roughly from metry due to the atmospheric density
3 to 9 miles, increasing with the burst gradient), and asymmetries introduced
altitude. The EMP characteristics of air by the weapon (including auxiliary
bursts at lower altitudes, in which the equipment, the case, or the carrying
deposition region does touch the earth, vehicle). At points outside the deposit-
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ion region, for the lower-frequency the air and there is a net electron current
EMP arising from differences in air with a strong component in the upward
density, the radiated electric field E(t) at direction. Further, the conducting
any specified time t as observed at a ground provides an effective return path
distance R from the burst point is given for the electrons with the result that
by current loops are formed. That is, elec-

trons travel outward from the burst in
E(t) = ~ Eo(t) sin 9, the air, then return toward the burst

(11.67.1) point through the higher conductivity
ground. These current loops generate

where ~ is the radius of the deposition very large azimuthal magnetic fields that
region, Eo(t) is the radiated field strength run clockwise around the burst point
at the distance Ro' i.e., at the beginning (looking down on the ground) in the
of the radiating region, at the time t, and deposition region, especially close to
9 is the angle between the vertical and a the ground (Fig. 11.10). At points very
line joining the observation point to the near the burst, the air is highly ionized
burst point. It follows from equation and its conductivity exceeds the ground
(11.67.1) that, as stated in § 11.06, the conductivity. The tendency for the con-
EMP field strength is greatest in direc- duct ion current to shift to the ground is
tions perpendicular to the (vertical) therefore reduced, and the magnetic
electron current. Values of Eo (t) and ~ fields in the ground and in the air are
are determined by computer calculations decreased correspondingly.
for specific situations; Eo(t) is com- 11.69 Large electric and magnetic
monly from a few tens to a few hundred fields are developed in the ground which
volts per meter and ~ is from about 3 to contribute to the EMP, in addition to the
9 miles (§ 11.09). The interaction of the fields arising from the deposition region.
gamma rays with air falls off roughly As a result of the number of variables
exponentially with distance; hence, the that can affect the magnitude and shape
deposition region does not have a pre- of the fields, it is not possible to describe
cise boundary, but Ro is taken as the them in a simple manner. The peak
distance that encloses a volume in which radiated fields at the boundary of the
the conductivity is 10-7 mho per meter deposition region are ten to a hundred
or greater. times stronger in a direction along the j

earth than for a similar air burst. The :
I

SURFACE BURSTS variation with distance of the peak ra- !

diated electric field along the earth's
11.68 In a contact surface burst, the surface is given by

presence of the ground introduces a
strong additional asymmetry. Compared E = ~ Eo ' (11.69.1)

with air, the ground is a very good R
absorber of neutrons and gamma rays where Eo is the peak radiated field at the
and a good conductor of electricity. radius Ro of the deposition region and E
Therefore, the deposition region con- is the peak field at the surface distance R
sists approximately of a hemisphere in from the burst point. For observation

-
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Figure 11.70b. Deposition regions for 10-MT explosions at altitudes of 31, 62, 124, 186
miles.

points above the surface the peak ra- earth's surface from ground zero. The
diated field falls off rapidly with in- curves were computed from the esti-
creasing distance. As stated in § 11.12, mated gamma-ray emissions from the
Ro is roughly 2 to 5 miles, depending on explosions and the known absorption
the explosion yield; Eo may be several coefficients of the air at various densities
kilovolts per meter. (or altitudes). At small ground dis-

tances, i.e., immediately below the
HIGH-ALTITUDE BURSTS burst, the deposition region is thicker

than at larger distances because thei 
11.70 The thickness and extent of gamma-ray intensity decreases with

half of the deposition region for bursts distance from the burst point. Since the
of I and 10 megatons yield, respec- gamma rays pass through air of increas-
tively, for various heights of burst ing density as they travel toward the
(HOB) are shown in Figs. 11.70a and b. ground, most are absorbed in a layer
The abscissas are distances in the at- between altitudes of roughly 40 and 10
mosphere measured parallel to the miles.
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11.71 Unless they happen to be Table 11.72

ejected along the lines of the geomag-
netic field the Compton electrons re- GROUND DISTANCE TO TANGENT POINT

1 . f ' h .. f h FOR VARIOUS BURST ALTITUDES
su ting rom t e InteractIon 0 t e

gamma-ray photons with the air mole- Burst Altitude Ta!lgOnt"Distance

cules and atoms in the deposition region (miles (miles)

will be forced to follow curved paths

along the field lines.3 In doing so they :; :~~

are subjected to a radial acceleration and 124 980

the ensemble of turning electrons, 186 1,195
whose density varies with time, emits 249 1,370
electromagnetic radiations which add 311 1,520

coherently. The EMP produced in this
manner from a high-altitude burst-and its amplitude) at the earth's surface from

also to some extent from an air burst-is a high-altitude burst will depend upon

in a higher frequency range than the the explosion yield, the height of burst.

EMP arising from local asymmetries in the location of the observer, and the

moderate-altitude and surface bursts (§ orientation with respect to the geomag-

11.63). netic field. As a general rule, however,
11.72 The curves in Figs. II. 70a the field strength may be expected to be

and b indicate the dimensions of the tens of kilovolts per meter over most of

deposition (source) region, but they do the area receiving the EMP radiation.

not show the extent of coverage on (or Figure 11.73 shows computed contours

near) the earth's surface. TheEMPdoes for Ema.' the maximum peak electric

not radiate solely in a direction down field, and various fractions of Ema. for

from the source region; it also radiates burst altitudes between roughly 60 and

from the edges and at angles other than 320 miles, assuming a yield of a few

vertical beneath this region. Thus, the hundred kilotons or more. The dis-

effect at the earth's surface of the tances, measured along the earth's sur-

higher-frequency EMP extends to the face, are shown in terms of the height of

horizon (or tangent point on the surface burst. The spatial distribution of the

as viewed from the burst). The lower EMP electric field depends on the geo-

frequencies, however, will extend even magnetic field and so varies with the

beyond the horizon because these elec- latitude; the results in the figures apply
tromagnetic waves can follow the generally for ground zero between about

earth's curvature (cf. § 10.92). Table 300 and 600 north latitude. South of the

11.72 gives the distances along the sur- geomagnetic equator the directions in-

face from ground zero to the tangent dicating magnetic north and east in the

point for several burst heights. figure would become south and west,

11.73 The peak electric field (and respectively. It is evident from Fig.

.1 At higher altitudes, when the atmospheric density is much less and collisions with air atoms and
molecules are less frequent, continued turning of the electrons (beta particles) about the field lines leads
to the helical motion referred to in §§ 2.143. 10.27.
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Figure 11.73. Variations in peak electric fields for locations on the earth's surface for burst
altitudes between 60 and 320 miles and for ground zero between 300 and 600
north latitude. The data are applicable for yields of a few hundred kilotons or

more.
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11.73 that over most of the area affected be a point of zero field strength in the
by the EMP the electric field strength on center of this region where the Compton
the ground would exceed 0.5Emax' For electrons would move directly along the
yields of less than a few hundred kilo- field lines without turning about them,
tons, this would not necessarily be true but other mechanisms, such as oscilla-
because the field strength at the earth's tions within the deposition region, will
tangent could be substantially less than produce a weak EMP at the earth's sur-
0.5 E face. The other variations in the fieldmax

strength at larger ground ranges are due
11.74 The reason why Fig. 11.73 to differences in the slant range from the

does not apply at altitudes above about explosion.
320 miles is that at such altitudes the 11.76 The contours in Fig. 11.73
tangent range rapidly becomes less than apply to geomagnetic dip angles of
four times the height of burst. The dis- roughly 50° to 70°. Although E would
tance scale in the figure, in terms of the probably not vary greatly with "the burst
HOB, then ceases to have any meaning. latitude, the spatial distribution of the
For heights of burst above 320 miles, a peak field strength would change with
set of contours similar to those in Fig. the dip angle. At larger dip angles, i.e.,
11.73 can be plotted in terms of frac- at higher latitudes than about 6()°, the
tions of the tangent distance. contours for E and 0.75 E would

max max

11.75 The spatial variations of tend more and more to encircle ground
EMP field strength arise primarily from zero. Over the magnetic pole (dip angle
the orientation and dip angle of the 9(}°), the contours would be expected
geomagnetic field, and geometric fac- theoretically to consist of a series of
tors related to the distance from the circles surrounding ground zero, with
explosion to the observation point. The the field having a value of zero at ground
area of low field strength slightly to the zero. At lower dip angles, i.e., at lati-
north of ground zero in Fig. 11.73 is tudes less than about 30°, the tendency
caused by the dip in the geomagnetic for the contours to become less circular
field lines with reference to the horizon- and to spread out, as in Fig. 11.73,
tal direction. Theoretically, there should would be expected to increase.
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